
Adult Wellness Book Fair 
Fall 2018 Order Form

3177-2. True Connection
Learn how to repair conflict, move from disconnection 
to reconnection, and discover God's movement in our 
life and relationships.

Price: $18.99  $15.00

3423-0. Waiting for Good News
Organized around seven questions that those who 
face serious illness often ask, readers will find tools, 
tips, ideas, and resources for reflection and for 
obtaining additional support.

Price: $18.99  $15.00

3178-9. Dignity and Grace
Offers help to those with impaired memories and their 
caregivers learn to listen to each other.

Price: $18.99  $15.00

2739-3. Jobs Lost, Faith Found
Helps readers discover a sense of worth and purpose 
on their way to a new job.

Price: $18.99  $15.00

2741-6. They Don’t Come with Instructions
Find companionship and insights for the journey with 
a developmentally challenged child.

Price: $18.99  $15.00

Books for Healing

Books to help you or your loved ones cope with grief and loss, 
manage stress, and navigate life’s difficult situations. 

3427-8. Nurturing Hope
Offers tips for readers who are training others 
in pastoral care or developing their own 
understanding and skills.

Price: $18.99  $15.00

0910-8. Limping But Blessed
After the unexpected, accidental death of his 
three-year-old son, Jason Jones went on a long, 
painful journey searching for answers and hope 
to keep holding on. 

Price: $14.99  $10.00

0847-7. Cancer Is Funny
A funny, no-holds-barred, irreverent-yet-faithful 
take on a disease that touches every family 
and teaches us all how to stay human in 
dehumanizing situations.

Price: $24.99  $18.00

9781-5. Good Grief
Offers valuable insights on the emotional and 
physical responses persons may experience 
during the natural process of grieving. 

Price: $5.99  $5.00

Books for Growing

Books that offer spiritual nourishment and 
growth, deepen your faith, and provide wisdom 
and guidance.

2067-7. Surviving the Bible
Using the annual lectionary as 
a guide, this 2019 devotional 
allows readers to read and finally 
understand the Bible in plain 
English.

Price: $18.99  $15.00

5368-6. 40-Day Journey with Dietrich Bonhoeffer, German 
theologian and Lutheran pastor

8039-2. 40-Day Journey with Martin Luther, the sixteenth-
century German Reformer

5762-2. 40-Day Journey with Madeleine L'Engle, acclaimed 
author of fiction, nonfiction, and poetry

8046-0. 40-Day Journey with Parker J. Palmer, noted 
author, educator, and activist

Price: $12.99  $10.00

40-Day Journey Series
Take a personal spiritual journey with different religious 
and literary leaders. Each chapter in these forty-chapter 
books include writings, Scripture selections, journal-writing 
exercises, questions to ponder, and daily prayers. Each book 
also includes a short introduction to the leader's faith and life.
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http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9781506431772_TOC-Chapter1.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9781506434230_TOC-Chapter1.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9781506431789_TOC_Chapter1.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9781506427393_TOC-Ch1Excerpt.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9781506427416_TOC-Chapter1.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9781506434278_TOC-Chapter1.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9781506409108_TOC-Introduction.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9781506408477_TOC-Chapter1.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9780800697815_TOC-Chapter1.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9781506420677_TOC-Chapter1.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9780806653686_TOC-Chapter1.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9780806680392_TOC-Chapter1.pdf


Books for Thriving

4688-2. Love Without Limits
Jacqueline A. Bussie imparts practical 
solutions for people who yearn to love 
across difference and answer God's call 
to practice a love so vast that it excludes 
no one.

Price: $24.99  $18.00

0191-1. A House United
Allen Hilton believes that religion isn’t 
inherently divisive, and in this book 
promotes a Christianity that brings 
people together with their differences, 
creating a house united and healing 
America.

Price: $16.99  $10.00

2522-1. Fat and Faithful
J. Nicole Morgan shares her journey from 
body shame to fat acceptance and shows 
us how to care for the image of God 
found in every body–including our own. 

Price: $18.99  $15.00

Books that combine theological reflection with real-life experiences and current 
issues to broaden perspectives and bridge gaps in understanding.  

3375-2. Stranger God
With a combination of biblical reflection, 
theological reasoning, and psychological 
insight, Richard Beck shows how God 
always meets us in the marginalized, the 
oppressed, and the refugee. 

Price: $18.99  $15.00

1879-7. Refocusing My Family
Amber Cantorna chronicles her powerful 
journey of coming out, being cast out, 
and the liberating joy of claiming her own 
identity.

Price: $26.99  $20.00

0859-0. Bipolar Faith
Monica A. Coleman shares a rare account 
of the highs and lows of bipolar. Only as 
she was able to face her illness was she 
able to live faithfully with bipolar and, 
in the process, discovered a new and 
liberating version of God.

Price: $26.99  $20.00

Number Title Quantity Book Fair Price Amt Due

0191-1    A House United 2 $10.00 $20.00

Name  Phone

Email 

Give the completed form to your Book Fair host along with payment. Your host will then place one large online order with all 
the shoppers' orders and distribute your order to you when the books arrive.

Total
Quantity

Total
Due

Prices are good through 11/30/18
© 2018

Example:

Sales tax may apply and varies based on state and local tax rates.
Learn more at www.communitybookfairs.com/faq.
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http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9781506446882_TOC-Chapter1.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9781506401911_TOC-Chapter1.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9781506425221_TOC-Chapter1.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9781506433752_TOC-Chapter1.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9781506418797_TOC-Chapter1.pdf
http://www.augsburgfortress.org/media/downloads/9781506408590_TOC-Chapter1.pdf



